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Abstract 
Kruskal, C.P. and M. Snir, Cost-performance tradeoffs for interconnection etworks, Discrete Applied 
Mathematics 37/38 (1992) 359-385. 
A major component of a large-scale parallel computer is the interconnection network that connects 
prccessors to memories in a shared-memory machine, or processors to processors in a multicomputer. 
This paper formally studies the relationship between network topology and network performance. 
Rectangular banyan networks are shown to provide maximum bandwidth/cost ratio for symmetric 
traffic. For their cost, contracting banyan networks are shown to provide maximum bandwidth up to 
a constant factor for semisymmetric traffic. For a restricted class of networks, contracting banyan 
networks are shown to provide exactly maximum bandwidth for semisym,netric traffic. Rectangular 
banyan networks are shown to provide optimal delay-to-cost radeoffs for symmetric traffic. It is 
shown that, in many situations, optimal bandwidth is achieved by using a unique path to route informa- 
tion between each input-output pair. 
1. Introduction 
A major component of a large-scaie parallel computer is the interconnection 
network that connects processors to memories in a shared-memory machine, or 
processors to processors in a multicomputer. Such a network often consists of 
switches interconnected by links. Both the cost and performance of a network are 
* Preliminary versions of some of the material in this paper have appeared in the IIfh Annual lntertw 
lional Sytnposiutn on Cotnputer Architecture ( 19841, Currenr Advances in Dislribured Computing und 
Cotnmunicarions (19871, and the 1st Annual Sytnposium on Parallel Algorirhms and Ar$u’reclures 
(1989). 
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affected by its topology. A huge variety of network topologies have been proposed 
in the literature, and studied in an ad hoc manner. A systematic, comparative study 
of these proposals is hampered by the lack uf good performance criteria. Various 
topological parameters, uch as diameter or cutwidth, have been used as “measures 
of goodness” for network topologies. However, it is clear that network perform- 
ance depends on the type of traffic it supports; for example, a star topology that 
performs well for centralized traffic will have poor performance for uniformly 
distributed traffic. 
We propose in this paper a formal approach to the study of the relationship be- 
tween network topology and network performance. We characterize the traffic pat- 
tern in terms of the relative frequency of communications between each pair of 
nodes. We assume that networks are “pin-limited”; there is a fixed upper bound 
on the number of links incident o any one node or switch. Network bandwidth and 
delay are taken to be the main figures of merit. We further assume that the cost of 
a network is essentially proportional to its number of links. 
Formal definitions are given in Section 2. Bandwidth is defined to depend only 
on the network topology and the traffic pattern. Such a definition obviously ignores 
many aspects of network design- for example, the network control mechanism. 
However, we validate this definition in Appendix A by showing that such bandwidth 
can be achieved by reasonable control mechanisms, in various settings. 
The definition of bandwidth can be used to analyze the performance of specific 
networks, under given traffic patterns. More importantly, the definition can be used 
to approach the following “topology optimization” problem: Given a traffic pat- 
tern, and given a bound on network cost, find the topologies that achieve maximal 
bandwidth. A first step is to obtain the value of an optimal solution: Given a traffic 
pattern, and given a bound on network costs, compute the maximal achievable 
bandwidth. 
It turns out that traffic patterns can be usefully characterized in terms of their 
entropy. In Section 3 a basic inequality is derived that relates bandwidth to cost and 
traffic entropy. This relation is shown in Section 4 to be precisely tight for the im- 
portant particu!ar case of ~~,%,-;?et;~c iilif C, where each input is equally likely to 
communicate with each output, and vice versa. The optimal networks are charac- 
terized as a family of rectangular banyan networks. More general traffic distribu- 
tions are considered in Section 5. The basic inequality is shown to be tight, up to 
a constant factor, in the particular case where traffic from each input is equally 
distributed over all outputs (however, distinct inputs may generate distinct amounts 
of traffic): a construction is given for networks that are optimal (up to a constant 
factor). The construction is extended to arbitrary traffic patterns; however, it is not 
optimal in the general case. One reason for the gap is that traffic entropy is not a 
sufficient characterization: We exhibit two traffic patterns with the same entropy 
but different cost-to-bandwidth tradeoffs. 
In Section 6 we examine another performance measure, namely delay. Definitions 
are given for delay in terms of the network topology and the traffic distribution. 
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ihese definitions are motivated by a suitable stochastic model. Basic inequalities are 
derived for delays. Rectangular banyan networks are shown ‘LO achieve optimal 
delay-to-cost radeoffs for symmetric traffic. 
One of the tools used to derive the optimality results is a characterization of the 
bandwidth optimization problem as a multicommodity flow problem. This enables 
us to derive an integral solution theorem that implies that, in many situations, an 
optimal bandwidth is achieved by using a unique path to route traffic between each 
input-output pair. This derivation is presented in Section 7. 
2. Definitions 
We shall consider in this paper message-switched communication networks. 
Messages are generated by their input, and routed to their output via a path of store- 
and-forward nodes (switches) that are connected by unidirectional communication 
lines. We assume that the set of inputs is disjoint from the set of outputs-the inputs 
may be processors and the outputs may be memory modules in a shared-memory 
multiprocessor. We represent an inferconnecticn etwork as a directed graph: 
Nodes in the graph correspond to switches and links correspond to communication 
lines. There is a set { 1, . . . , Ad> of M input nodes with indegree zero and a set 
{I , . . . ,N) of N output nodes with outdegree zero. The cosf C= C(G) of a network 
G is defined to be the number of links in G. We denote by I(u) the set of links in- 
coming node u, and by O(u) the set of links outgoing node u. Thus II(u)1 (lO(u 
is the indegree (outdegree) of node u, and 
c = c I4u)l = c IOWl. 
U U 
We characterize a communication pattern in terms of a traffic distribution func- 
tion It; Ili,j is the relative frequency of traffic from input i to output j. We have 
Ci Cj Ili,j = 1. In a symmetric traffic distribution Ri,j = 1 /MN for each i, j. 
We do not make, at this point, any assumption about the mechanism whereby 
messages are generated and routed. However, for the sake of concreteness, one can 
think of the following two models: 
0 The discrete model. A large number K of messages are generated at the inputs; 
input i has KZi,j messages to send to output j. A xhedule is computed offline to 
route these messages through the network. The schedule specifies which message is 
routed on each link at each cycle. We are interested in the ratio between K and the 
time needed to transfer the K messages, for large K. 
l The continuous model. Messages are continuously generated by inputs by a 
stochastic process; Ri,j is the probability that a message is generated at input i for 
outputj. A route is probabilistically assigned to the message, and the message isfor- 
warded (obliviously) on that route. A simple service policy (e.g. FCFS) is used at 
each switch. We are interested in least upper bounds on the traffic intensity (the 
average number of new messages entering the network per time unit) in steady-state. 
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Let Hi,j be the set of directed paths connecting input i to output j. A routing al- 
gorithm associates with each message sent from input i to output j a path p E l7i.j. 
We characterize the routing algorithm in terms of a route distribution Q; g(p) is the 
relative frequency of traffic using path p. We can assume without loss of generality 
that only simple paths are used for routing; deleting loops from paths can only im- 
prove performance. In the deterministic model, the product K@(p) is the number of 
messages using path p; in the probabilistic model e(p) is the probability that a 
message is routed via path p. We have 
(1) 
We say that a route distribution Q is consistent with traffic distribution 71, if it fulfills 
equation (1). 
The route distribution determines the load on each node and each link in the net- 
work. We define the relutive load q&e) of link e to be the ratio between the num- 
ber of messages forwarded on link e and the total number of messages processed 
by the network: 
o,(e) = C Q(P) 
ew 
(the sum is taken over all paths using edge e). in the discrete model, link e will for- 
ward a total of Ku@(e) messages. In the continuous model, oe(e) is the probability 
that a message uses link e. 
We assume that there is a fixed bound on the degree of nodes in a network-this 
corresponds to actual pin count constraints of components. Although this con- 
straint will apply to both the indegree and the outdegree, it will usually be sufficient 
to bound either one in order to obtain our lower bound results. 
We also assume thg links are Ihe sti,n 1b4b:~- ririniiiilg fX_tGr oii performance. There- 
fore, we will assume that a switch can simultaneously forward up to one message 
(or up to one message n the average) per time unit, on each of its outgoing links. 
Internally, a switch is assumed to have unlimited buffering capacity. 
Assume that r new messages enter the network on the average per time unit. Then 
the average number of messages forwarded on link e each time unit is ro,(e). This 
implies that rue(e) s 1. Thus, rc mine l&&e). Accordingly, we define the band- 
width 3t, of a network G for a route distribution Q to be equal to 
1 
Be = min - 
e w,(e)’ 
The bandwidth B = B(Z) for a traffic distribution II is taken to be 
B = max BL,, 
e 
where the maximum is taken over all route distributions Q that are consistent with 
15. The bandwidth B is a function of the network topology and of the distribution 
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n. In the continuous model, b” is an upper bound on the average number of new 
messages that enter the network per time unit (in steady-state). In the discrete 
model, K/B is a lower bound on the time needed to transfer K messages. 
In order to justify the proposed definition of bandwidth we would like to argue 
that the bandwidth B is not merely an upper bound on the traffic intensity that the 
network can support for a given traffic distribution, but is the least such upper 
bound. This is demonstrated in Appendix A. 
3. Entropy and basic inequalities 
We derive in this sectiou lower bounds on network cost, as a function of traffic 
distribution and bandwidth. The lower bounds are mostly in terms of the entropy 
of the traffic distribution. 
We define the mean path length of the netwpsk to be the average number of links 
traversed by messages in the network (assuming a given route distribution ,@; th;j 
is equal to 
dQ= h(~)bl. 
Lemma 3.1. Let @ be a net work of cost C. Then, for any route distribution Q 
Equality holds if and only if all’ Iinks have equaP relative load o,(e) = 1 IBe. 
Proof. We have 
(fe = C g(p) ipj = C z e(p) 
P e E*EP 
The last inequality reflects an obvious relation: the traffic intensity is bounded by 
the total number of links divided by the average number of links traversed by a 
message. 
We assume that there is a. fixed upper bound on the degree of nodes in a net- 
work-this corresponds to actual pin court constraints of components. This con- 
straint applies both to indegree and outdegree. However, it is sufficient to bound 
either indegree or outdegree iin order to obtain the lower bounds of this section. We 
assume in this section that G is, a network with M inputs, N outputs, and outde- 
grees k. All results apply dual@ to networks with N inputs, M outputs, and in- 
degrees k. In this and following sections, k is assumed to be fixed when “0” 
notation is used. 
There is an obviour; constraint on the bandwidth of such networks: There are at 
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most kM links connected to the input nodes, so that the bandwidth is at mcist kM. 
This is formally stated in the following lemma: 
Lemma 3.2. Let G be a network with M inputs and outdegree bounded by k. Then 
BrkM. 
We recall the following definitions and results from coding theory. Let ~1, .. . ,pn 
be a probability distribution. The entropy of this distribution is 
Hk(pi) = - i pi lo& pia 
i=l 
We have 
OSHk(pi)llO&n. 
Equality obtains on the left-hand side iff the distribution is degenerate, :i.e., pi E 
(0,l). Equality obtains on the right-hand side iff pi = l/n, i = 1, . . . , n. 
Let pi,j be a probability distribution, and let pi = Cj Pi,j be the marginal distribu- 
tion. We denote by 
P’ . Pi,j 
ffk(Pr,j 1 r=i) = -C AlO&- 
j Pi Pi 
the entropy of the conditional distribution of pi,j, for fixed i. The conditional en- 
tropy of pi, j 9 given pi, is defined as 
H,.(P,j 1 Pi) = I: PiHk(P,j I r=i)- 
i 
We have 
Thus, 
Equality obtains iff pi,;/‘pi E {O,l); i.e., Pi,j is equal either to zero or to pi, for any 
i and j (the marginal distribution determines the complete distribution). 
Let pl, . . . . p,, be a probability distribution. Assign to each i, 1 C= is n, a codeword 
Wi over a k-ary alphabet, so that no codeword is a prefix of another (the code is 
instantaneous decodable). Let 
L = i pi 1 Ct’i 1 
i=l 
be the average code I( r - th. Then, the Shannon Coding Theorem [lo] asserts that 
the entropy of the disi‘ abution is a lower bound on the avetagc code length: 
L 2 Hk(pi). 
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Equality obtains iff 
1 I Wi, = -bk PI 
for each codeword wi. 
We first derive bounds for the mean path length in the network, in terms of the 
entropy of the traffic distribution II. 
Let 
Iii = c 
j 
Ili,j 
be the marginal distribution of Ri,j; 7Zi is the relative frequency of messages gener- 
ated at input i. We have 
Theorem 3.3. For any route distrib:ution Q consistent with II, de= Hk(ni,j 1 ni). 
Equality obtains only when the traffic from i to j is routed through a unique path 
of length -Iogk(Ri,j/Ki)v for each input-output pair (i, j). 
Proof. Let @i(p) be the probability that a message issued by input i uses the path p: 
@i(P) = d.~V~i- 
Let Li be the average length of a path outgoing input i: 
Li = C Qi(P) 1 P 1 l 
P 
A path of length I can be encoded, given its origin, by a word of length I over a k-ary 
alphabet: The word specifies the outgoing link used at each switch on the path (the 
word is the header the message would carry to specify its route). Since all outputs 
are sinks, the path to an output does not traverse another output. Thus, no code- 
word is a prefix of another. Using Shannon’s coding theorem, we obtain 
IEquality 
for each 
Equality 
Li 2 Hkk?i(P))* 
obtains iff 
IPI = -lo& @i(p) 
path p. For each fixed input i, we have 
Hk(Qi(P)) 2 Hk(Rr,j 1 r= i)- 
obtains iff all traffic from input i to output j is concentrated on a unique 
pjath p~17i,j, for any output j” Summing over all i, we obtain 
C RiLi 1 C RiHk(R,j Ir= i) = Hk(Ri,j 1 Ri). 
i i 
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Thus, 
dc, 2 Hk(ni,j 1 Ri)- 
Equality obtains iff, for each input-output pair (i, j), a unique path p E Hi,j is used 
to route traffic from i to j, and that path has length 
IPI = -lo& @i(p) = -lO&(Ri,jiRi)- 0 
We can now plug this estimate of de into the bound of Lemma 3.1. 
Corollary 3.4. Let C be tlae cost and B 62 tk bandwidth of a network G, for traffic 
distribution 37. Then 
Equality obtains if and only if there is a route distribution Q consistent with II such 
that 
l all traffic from i to j uses a unique path of length -1ogk(zi,i/zi), for each 
input-output pair (i, j), and 
l the relative load ru,(e) is equal on each link e. 
We now specialize the last result to networks where the traffic of each input is 
equally distributed over all outputs, but different inputs may generate different 
amounts of traffic. We thus have 
Ri,j = Ri/N. 
We call such a traffic distribution semisymmetric. For example, if inputs are pro- 
cessors and outputs are memory modules, then a semisymmetric distribution as- 
sumes that each processor is equally likely to access any memory module, but that 
distinct processors may generate different amounts of memory traffic. 
CordCary 35. Let C be the cos? and B be the bandwidth of a network G, for the 
semisymmetric traffic distribution. Then 
Cr B=log,N. 
Equality obtains iff there exists a r-oute distribution consistent with semisymmeiric 
traffic distribution such that traffic between each input-output pair uses a unique 
path of length logk N, and each link has equal relative load. 
Proof. We have 
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4. Banyan networks and symmetric traffic 
4.1. Rectangular banyan net works 
A network with a unique path from each input to each output is called a banyan 
network. A network is layered if the underlying graph is acyclic, and all input- 
output paths have the same length. The nodes in a layered network can be par- 
titioned in layers, with links connecting nodes from one layer to nodes at the next 
layer. A degree-k rectangular banyan network is a layered banyan network where 
all nodes (except for inputs) have indegree xactly k and all nodes (except for out- 
puts) have outdegree xactly k. A rectangular banyan network that has M = k’ in- 
put nodes and IV= k’ output nodes is said to have order r. It has (r- 1) k’ internal 
nodes. There is a unique path of length r from each input to each output. Figure 1 
shows a rectangular banyan network of degree k= 2 and order r = 2. It is not unique: 
nonisomorphic banyan networks of the same degree and order exist (see, e.g. [S]). 
A rectangular banyan network of order r has cost rk'+ ‘. 
The following theorem shows that, with respect to bandwidth, rectangular banyan 
networks are optimal for symmetric traffic. 
Theorem 4.1. Let G be a network with M= k’ inputs, N= k’ outputs, and out- 
degree bounded by k. Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) G is a rectangular banyan network. 
(2) G has (maximal) bandwidth k’ ’ ’ for symmetric traffic, and cost rk” ‘. 
(3) G has the best possible bandwidth/cost ratio for symmetric traffic. 
Proof. Note that, for any network G satisfying the hypotheses of this theorem, we 
have 
(a) Cz Br (Corollary 3.9, and 
(b) B<k’+’ (Lemma 3.2). 
Let G be a rectangular banyan network. The number of links of G is equal to 
C = rk’+‘. 
Fig. 1. Rectangular banyan network. 
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Fig. 2. (8,4)-contracting banyan network. 
Each link occurs on exactly k’-’ paths. Since there are k’ inputs and k’ outputs, 
the relative amount of traffic on each path is k -2’. So, the relative load on each 
edge is k’- 1. k-2’ = k-V+ 11, and the bandwidth is B=k’+‘. Thus (1) * (2). 
By (a), the best possible bandwidth/cost ratio is L Thus, (2) * (3). 
The best Fossible bandwidth/cost ratio for G is r. Assume that B = C/r for sym- 
metric traffic. Then, by Corollary 3.5, traffic from each input to each output uses 
a unique path, of length r, and each link has the same relative load. Consider the 
subgraph containing all paths connecting a fixed input to the k’ outputs. The out- 
degree of each node in this subgraph is lilt, the input node has indegree 0, the output 
nodes have outdegree 0, and the distance from the input node to each output node 
is sr. This implies that the subgraph is a complete k-ary tree of depth r, and the 
input node is connected to each output node by a unique path of length r. Thus, 
G is a layered banyan network, and each node that is not an output has outdegree 
k. Since each link has the same relative load, a switch has the same number of in- 
coming links as of outgoing links. Thus, each node that is not an input has indegree 
k. It follows that G is a rectangular banyan network of order r and degree k, and 
(3) * (1). q 
4.2. Contracting banyan net works 
Networks of cost (and bandwidth) smalier than rectangular banyan networks can 
be built out of contracting layers of k x 1 nodes, followed by layers of k x k nodes, 
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followed by layers of 1 x k nodes. Formally, art (A4, N)-contracting banyan network 
of degree k and order r has M = k”% k” inputs and N = ic”~ k’ outputs, and con- 
tains a rectangular banyan network of order P. M/k’ inputs are connected to each 
source of the rectangular banyan network by a balanced binary tree; N/k’ of the 
outputs are similarly connected to each sink.’ ?-his network has bandwidth B = k’+’ 
for symmetric traffic, and cost 
k 
k(kl’l+kn)+ k k’+’ =k(M+N)+B 
= O(M + N+ B logk B). 
Figure 2 shows an (8,4)-contracting banyan network of degree k = 2 and order r = 1. 
We conjecture that a contracting banyan network provides optima1 bandwidth for 
its cost: 
Conjecture 1. Let G be an (M, N)-contracting banyan network. There is no acyclic 
network with k”’ inputs, kn outputs, and outdegree bounded by k that has both 
lower cost and higher or equal bandwidth for symmetric traffic than G. 
While we have not been able to prove this conjecture, we do have two partial 
results: 
(1) The conjecture is true, up to a constant factor. 
(2) The conjecture is true for layered networks. 
The first claim is a special case of Theorem 5.1 from the next subsection. The proof 
of the second claim is given in Appendix 5. 
5. Nonsymmetric traffic 
In the previous two subsections, we provrzd tight bounds on network cost for sym- 
metric traffic. Here we will derive the cost, up to a constant factor, of an optima1 
network for semisymmetric traffic for any bandwidth. We then present upper and 
lower bounds for completely general traffic distributions. 
Let ni,j be a traffic distribution for M inputs and N outputs; let Iti = Cj ‘Li,j, and 
let “j=Ci ni,j. In a network with outdegree bounded by k, the total amount of 
traffic outgoing input i is at most k messages per time unit; thus, we must have 
B I min k/ni. (2) 
Similarly, the indegree constraints at the output nodes imply that 
B s min khj. (3) 
’ Variants of contracting and “expanding” banyan networks have been 
have taken the liberty of modifying their definitions to fit our context. 
defined and studied [1,6]. We 
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Recall that in semisymmerric traffic the input nodes have different traffic inten- 
sities, but traffic from each input node is equally distributed to all output nodes: 
71i.j = ni/N, and R’= 1 /N. 
Theorem 5.1. Let II be a semisymmetric traffic distribution on M inputs and N 
outputs. Let B fulfill inequalities (2), (3). Then the minimal cost of a network 
with indegree and ourdegree bounded by k that supports IZ with bandwidth B is 
O(M+ N+ B logk 6). 
Proof. To prove the lower bound, consider a network satisfying the hypotheses. By 
Corollary 3.5, it has cost B(B logk NJ. Since the network is connected, it has at 
least Q(M+ N) links, Thus, the cost fs C&M+ N+ B logk N) = Q(M+ N+ B log, B). 
To prove the upper bound, we construct a network. Assume, w.l.o.g., that B= 
k’. Let S,={i: niIl/‘B), and S,=(i: ni>l/B}; let Wg=Ci~so 7tiand WI=CiEs, Zi- 
Using a first fit decreasing bin packing algorithm, we can pack the items Iii, for 
iE SO, into bins of size l/S, so that each bin, with the possible exception of the last, 
is at least half full. The number of bins used is I r2 wOBl. It follows that the in- 
puts in the set So can be associated with the leaves of 5 r2 wOB/kl k-ary trees, so 
that the following holds: (1) The sum of the weights in each tree is % k/B, and (2) 
the sum of the weights in each proper subtree is s l/B. Each of the inputs in the 
set S, is associated with a trivial, one-node tree; since ni 5 k/B, for each i, property 
(1) holds for these trees, too. The total number of trees used is 
5 [2w,B/kl+ /S1 1 I r2wOB/kl + Lw,Bj 
I rw,Bj + Lw,B] 
= B. 
The total number of edges in all these trees is O(M- B). 
Construct a (B,N]-contracting banyan network G of order b. The network G has 
bandwidth kB for symmel.ric traffic, and hast cost O(N+ B log, B). Extend this net- 
work into a contracting (M,N) banyan network G’ by connecting each input tree to 
one of the inputs of G (identifying the root of the tree to an input of G). The resulting 
network has cost O(M t N+ B logk B). The traffic from each input of G’ is first 
routed to the root II of the associated tree, next routed in G as traffic from u would 
be routed. Condition (2) implies that the relative load on each link of an input tree 
does not exceed l&3. Condition (I) implies that each input node u of G receives a 
fraction of at most k:‘B of the total network traffic (from inputs in the tree rooted 
at u). Furthermor,:, tLhe traffic from u is evenly distributed to all N outputs. It 
follows that the refative load of each link in G is no more than would occur under 
symmetric traffic, which is l/B. This implies that the bandwidth is at least B. •I 
Using a construc5on similar to the randomized routing of Valiant and Brebner 
ill], we can extend the upper bound result to arbitrary traffic distribution. 
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A symmetric argument implies that the last theorem is valid for a “reverse semi- 
symmetric” traffic distribution 7t, where Ili,j = Zj/M (traffic to each output is 
equally likely to arrive from each input, but distinct outputs may have different 
amounts of traffic). 
Theorem 5.2. Let II be a traffic distribution OII M inputs and N outputs, and 
let B fulfill inequalities (2), (3). Then there exists an M-input, N-output net- 
work with indegree and outdegree bounded by k, bandwidth B, and cost C= 
O(M+ N+ B log,. B). 
Proof. The network consists of two halves; the first half has M inputs and 
M+ N outputs; the second half has M+ N inputs and N outputs; outputs of the 
first half are identified with inputs of the second half. A message IF routed to a 
randomly chosen output of the first half, and then routed in the s~ond half 
to its output. The traffic in the first half is semisymmetric, with aistribution 
n! . = q/(M+ N); the traffic in the second half is reserve semisymmetric, with 
diitribution nifj = &(M+ N). We obtam, by the previous theorem and the fol- 
lowing remark, that each half can support bandwidth B at cost 0(-M+ N+ 
Blogk B). q 
There can be a gap of up to O(logk B) between the lower bound of Corollary 3.4 
and the upper bound of the last theorem. Consider, for example, a traffic distribu- 
tion for M= N inputs and outputs where Zi,j - t&j; each input communicates with 
a unique output. Clearly, a bandwidth of B= M can be supported in this com- 
munication pattern at cost M, by directly connecting each input i to output i. The 
“mixing” that occurs in the construction of Valiant and Brebner transforms any 
traffic distribution into a distribution with maximal entropy logk(max(M, N)). 
However, there is a subtler reason for our failure to achieve tight bounds. It turns 
out that entropy does not provide a full characterization of the “complexity” of a 
traffic distribution. Consider, for example, the family S of traffic distributions 
ni,j on M= N= km inputs and outputs with the property that ni,j is either equal 
to zero or to l/(M logk M): Each input is equally likely to send messages to 
a set of logk M outputs and, likewise, each output is equally likely to receive a 
message from a set of logk M inputs. All distributions in the family S have the 
same entropy logk(M logk M); the conditional entropy is also the same for all 
distributions in S, and is equal to log, logk M. Nevertheless, there is a distribution 
in S such that the cost of the optimal network is within a O(logk logk M) factor of 
the O(M logk M) upper bound of Theorem 5.1, and another distribution such that 
the cost of the optimal network exactly matches the O(M logk logk M) information 
theoretic lower bound of Corollary 3.4. 
&l_ :.. .___1 r-- L-_-rrZ5 1.To carry the proof we need to assiiriie that a uniqiie pal11 IS useu IUI LldlllL De- 
tween an input-output pair, even though Theorem 3.3 does not al+ly. This assump- 
tion is justified by the following theorem. 
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~heomm 5.3. Let q be an integer. Let R be a traffic distribution such that rC,j E 
(0, WqB)l, f or any input-output pair i, jm Let G be a network that has bandwidth 
B for traffic distribution n. Then bandwidth Be = B can be achieved by a route 
distribution Q compatible with x that routes the traffic between any input-output 
pair through a unique path. 
The proof of Theorem 5.3 is given in Section 7. 
Theorem 5.4. Let C(z) be the minimal cost of a network with M = N= k’” = kAr 
inputs and outputs and indegree and outdegree bounded by k that achieves band- 
width B = kM for trajyic distribution x. Let S be the set of traffic distributions, 
where Zi,j E (41 /(mM)). There are two distributions TC’, n2 E %- sucikz that C(n’) = 
Q(M logk M/logk logl, A!) but C(z2) = O(M logk logk M). 
Proof. For the Lower bound, we define a traffic distribution ;rr2eg and construct 
a network that can support bandwidth kM with “small” cost. Partition the set 
11 , . . . ,M) into M/m subsets St, . . . , SMi,,l, each containing m indices. Consider the 
traffic distribution where Zi,j = l/(mM), if i and j belong to the same set &, and 
7ri.j = 0, otherwise. A bandwidth of kM for this traffic distribution is obtained by 
a network that consists of M/m disjoint rectangular banyan networks of order r. 
The total cost of such network is O((M/m)(mr)) = O(Mlogk log, M). 
For the upper bound, we give a counting argument hat shows that some distribu- 
tion 75’ E% requires “large” cost C to support bandwidth kM. Let G be a network 
with cost C and bandwidth kM, for a traffic distribution 7t E 5. 
By Theorem 5.3, since the bandwidth B = kM divides mM, it can be achieved by 
a route distribution that allocates a unique path to each input-output pair. Each 
such path is used with probability l/(mM). Since the relative load on each link is 
at most l/(kM), it follows that a link may occur on at most m/k such paths. Let 
G be the graph obtained from G by repiicating each link m/k times. The last argu- 
ment implies that G contains link disjoint paths that connect each input-output pair 
(i,j) such that nij>O. 
Consider G as’a circuit switching network: Each node has at most m incoming 
links and m outgoing links: the node can connect each incoming link to an outgoing 
link in an arbitrary permutation. A set of link disjoint paths correspond to a setting 
of these switches. 
Since each switch of G has at most tn inputs, a switch with j outputs has < tazj 
settings. The total number of settings of all switches is bounded by 
This is an upper bound on the num_&r nf dictinrt traffir. J;o+r:L..+:--- - - /i;- AI--~ --_ -- -.“...I.~. LIcI.LIb u13LIIuulIuIIs /L trw LllilLLall 
be supported by G, with bandwidth kM. 
Assume that all traffic distributions in .%zan be supported by networks of cost 5 C, 
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with bandwidtk kM. The number of distinct networks with IC links, and inde- 
greesk, is CC kC; the number of distributions in g is MR(M’ops MI. We obtain the 
inequality 
This implies that 
C(log, c+ log, M fog, log, M) = Q(Mlog,z M), 
so that 
C = Q(A4 logk M/log, log, M). 0 
6. Network delay 
We have so far concentrated on finding minimum cost networks that achieve a par- 
ticular bandwidth. Another important measure of network performance is message 
delly, the average time required for a message to reach its destination. We desire 
to attach to each network topology, and each traffic distribution a delay measure. 
This measure is motivated by the behavior of the M/M/l system, defined in Appen- 
dix A: Messages from i to j are generated by a Poisson process with parameter 
TII i,j, link transfer times are exponentially distributed i.i.d. random variables with 
parameter one, service discipline in FCFS, and routing is nonadaptive. 
Let Q be a routing distribution. Denote by r(e), the traffic intensity on link e: 
7(e) = 70+(e). 
The delay for a message on P link e = uv is the time from the moment the message 
arrives to u until it arrives to v; this is the sum of its waiting time at u, and its 
transfer time on link e. The average delay of a message on link e is equal to 
1 
1 - r(e) l 
Tile average delay for a message using path p is 
c 1 
eEp 1 -r(e) 
[4, 83.1, ex. 41. It follows that the average time for a message to reach its destination 
is 
We take De to be the delay measure function for network G, with route distribu- 
tion Q. 
The delay DC, equals to the sum of the average delay on each link, where each 
link is weighted by its relative load. The delay goes to infinity when the traffic inten- 
sity r approaches the maximal intensity B = min l/o,(e). 
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6.1. Lower bounds 
We can obtain a lower bound on delay in terms of the mean path length de and 
the cost C: 
Lemma 6.1. 
De(d 2 
de 
1 - rd,/C l 
Equality is achieved iff all /inks have the same load. 
Proof. We have 
(see Lemma 3.1). We minimize, for fixed r, 
under the constraint 
The minimum occurs when all o, are equal. The result is obtained by substitu- 
tion. q 
Note the similarity between the bound in Lemma 6.1 for average delay, and the 
formula for system time in MI M/l queueing systems: de is the average service time 
c>r a message in the network, and d,/C is the utilization factor for the network. 
COR-&W~ 6.2. Let G be a network with outdegree bounded by k. Then 
Equality obtains iff all links have equal load and a unique path of length 
-lOg,(ni,j/ni) is used to route traffic from input i to output j, for all entry-exit 
pairs. 
Proof. Ry Theorem 3.3, we can substitute ntropy for mean path length. cl 
Corollary 6.3. Let G be a network with M inputs, N outputs, and outdegree bound- 
ed by k. Then, for Q coilsistent with semisymmetric trL;,rc, 
DP 1 
log, N 
1 -rlogk N/C’ 
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Equality obtains iff all links have equal load and a unique path of length logk N is 
used to route traffic front each input to each output. 
The condition for equality in the last corollary is the same condition that implies 
that a network has optimal cost/bandwidth ratio (Theorem 4.1). We obtain: 
Theorem 6.4. Let G be a network with N = M= k”’ inputs und outputs, and in- 
degree and outdegree bounded by k. Then, for Q co.zs%tcxt with symmetric traffic, 
Equality obtains (for any feasible value of ‘t) iff G is a rectangular banyan network. 
Thus, rectangular banyan networks uniquely achieve an optimal delay-to-cost 
relation Any other network, with the same cost, has worse delay, at any traffic in- 
tensity. 
7. Multicommodity flows 
We can formalize the problem of finding a route distribution that maximizes 
bandwidth as a constrained multicommodityflow problem. For a similar approach 
see [9]. This formalization will allow us to use integer solution theorems from linear 
programming in order to restrict he type of route distributions that need to be con- 
sidered. 
A multicommodity flow problem is defined by the following: 
0 A directed flow network G = (V, E). 
l An assignment of a nonnegative capacity c, to each link eE E. 
l A set of commodities 1, . . . , h. 
l A source sl and a sink t, for each commodity 1. 
A flow is defined by a c,et of variables x,/, where xQj is the flow of commodity I
through link e. A flow is feasible if 
l .x~~ ~0, for each link e and each commodity I; 
l x, x&c,, for each link e; 
‘c,, I(U) &I =c CEO(U) x,/, for each node u and each commodity I, u#si, t,. 
The value of the flow in commodity I is equal to 
01 = c &I = c A?/- 
eE ml) f?E O(v) 
The total value of the flow, which we attempt o maximize, is 
v= c v/. 
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We impose an extra constraint of the ratios of the flow values: 
l vi =A@;, Vi (1 ril h), where @= (@,, .. . , q&J is a nonnegative vector. 
The total flow value v is maximum when A is maximum. 
Let G be an interconnection etwork, and z be a traffic distribution in G. Assign 
to each link of G a capacity of one. Consider the following constrained multicom- 
modity flow problem for this network: there is a distinct commodity for each input- 
outJut pair i, j, with source i and sink j. The ratios between the flow values in each 
commodity are defined by the vector 7Zi.j. 
Theorem 7.1. The bandwidth B of network G for traffic distribution x is equal to 
the ma4ximum total flow value for the constrained multicommodity flow problem 
defined above. Moreover, if Xeij is an optimal solution to the constrained flow 
problem, then there is a corresponding route distribution ,Q that achieves optimal 
bandwidth B9 = B, such that Xeij is the amount of traffic from input i to output j
routed through link e. For each input-output pair (i, j) if p E lIi,j, then B&p) is a 
multiple of the g. c.d. of {Xeij : e E G) . 
Proof. Let Q be a route distribution that achieves optimal bandwidth Be = B. De- 
fine xeij to be the relative load on link e due to traffic from input i to output j, i.e., 
xeii = C e(p). 
Then it is easy to see that Xeij is a feasible solution to the constrained multicom- 
modity flow problem, with total flow value B. 
Conversely, assume that Xeij is an optimal solution for the constrained multicom- 
modity flow problem, with value Uij in commodity (i, j), and total value v = C vij. 
Then vij is a solution to the following (single commodity) flow problem. 
Maximize 
a = C &,, 
P E II,. ,
subject to 
c qJ 5x .. e/J* <pro- 
eEp 
By the integral flow theorem, we can assume that each variable &, is a multiple 
of the g.c.d. of (Xeij: eE G). Define Q(P) =&Jo. Then q(p) is a route distribution 
that is consistent with Z, and achieves bandwidth Be= v. Cl 
In the single commodity case a flow problem with integer coefficients has an 
integer optimal solution :7, Theorem 2. I]. This is not true for multicommodity 
flow problems: even if ahi capacities are integer, an optimal flow may have 
noninteger components. However, if there is a feasible solution where all (source- 
to-sink) commodity flow values are integer, then one can achieve the same com- 
modity flow values with a solution where flows of ;;r;ich commodity on each link are 
integer. 
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Theorem 7.2. Let (o ,,, .. . , vI,) be the values of a feasible multicommodity flow for 
the network G, with capacities cP, sources l, . . . , s,,, and sinks t I, . . . , t,,. Assume that 
the vi and c, are aN integer. Then there exists a feasible multicommodity flow in 
this net work with vaiues (v,, . . . , vi,> where all flows are integer. 
Proof. Let 
I 
-VI, if u=s/, 
&,I = 4 ’ 01, 
1. 
if u = I,, 
0, otherwise. 
Let G be the incidence matrix of the graph G: 
[ 
1, if eE I(u), 
G”, = -1, if eEO(u), 
I 0, otherwise. 
Let s, be slack variables. Then x,/ is a feasible flow with values (v,, . . . , ui,> iff it is 
a soluiion to the linear system 
:;, K$;3;Tf; f;;c)e;,e; and 
- ’ c 
l ;( ,, .;;sl. 
Ii 3 
/ 
9 
The matrix of the system of equations has the form 
The matrix G, which is the incidence matrix of a directed graph, is totally uni- 
modular: each submatrix has determinant +l, - 1, or 0 [3]. The determinant of a 
nonsingt.J:lr submatrix of A is the product of determinants of submatrices of G; 
thus A a(; ~.ota’!ly unimod $ar. It follows that the linear system has an integer vaiued 
solution [3]. Cl 
Corollsr~ 7.3, Let G be a network with bandwidth B for traffic distribution 15. Let 
P be the ;,~_c.d of 1 and (Bni j>. Then there exists a route distribution Q consistent 
with z that achieves bandwicith BP = B, such that Be(p) is a multiple of pF for any 
path p* 
Proof. Considc-r the multicommodity flow problem associated with the network G 
and the distribution it. By Theorem 7.1 this problem has an optimal solution with 
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value B, the network bandwidth. By Theorem 7.2 there is an optimal solution such 
that all flows xBij are a multiple of the g.c.d. of the source-to-sink flow values, 
which are Bnjqj, and of the link capacities, which are all 1. It follows that all flows 
xeij are a multiple of P. By Theorem 7.1, the bandwidth B can be realized by a 
route distribution Q, such that, for each path p, B@(p) is a multiple of the g.c.d. 
of (x+), which is a multiple of #L D 
We can now prove Theorem 5.3, which we restate for convenience. 
Theorem 5.3. Let q be an integer. I,et II be a traffic distribution such that Ili,j E 
{O, 1 /qB), for any input-output pair i, j. Let G be a network that has bandwidth B 
for traffic distribution II. Then bandwidth Be - B can be achieved by a route dis- 
tribution Q compatible with II that routes the traffic between any input-output pair 
through a unique path. 
Proof. The g.c.d. of 1 and BJt;,j is equal to l/q. Thus, by the previous corollary, 
a bandwidth of B is ac::ieved by a route distribution Q where all path probabilities 
are multiples of l/qB. If n,j#O, then CPEn,, Q(P)= 7ri.j = l/qB, and Q(P) are all 
multiples of l/qB. It follows that e(p)>0 for a unique path PELYi,j. El 
Consider, for example, the symmetric traffic distribution Zi,j = l/MN. Then any 
bandwidth B = MN/r, where r is an integer, can be achieved when using a unique 
path to connect each input to each output. The use of a single path for traffic be- 
tween each pair of points simplifies routing. The last theorem implies that no loss 
of performance is entailed, as far as bandwidth is concerned. Using multiple paths 
may still improve other performance parameters, such as delay. Also, the last 
theorem does not imply that in an optimal network topology there is a unique path 
between each input and each output; it only implies that a unique path will be used. 
However, we conjecture that in an optimal network topology there is in fact a unique 
path between each input and each output. 
1. GonctusiorP 
We have presented in this paper a framework whereby one can study the relation- 
ship between a network topology and its bandwidth for a particular traffic distribu- 
tion. Many problems are left open. 
We still do not have a constructive way of building near optimal topologies for 
an arbitrary given traffic distribution and given bounds on link count and node 
degrees. 
The entropy function, while giving useful information on a traffic distribution, 
does not fully characterize its “compJ.exity”. It would be vtry interesting to study 
other complexity functions for distributions. 
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We gave a proof of optimality for delay for rectangular banyan networks. We 
conjecture that contracting banyan networks also have optimal delays. While in- 
creasing cost above that of a rectangular banyan network cannot increase band- 
width, it can decrease delays. One can consider expanding banyan networks. Such 
network G has M= k”’ inputs, N= k” outputs and contains a rectangular banyan 
network of order r, with rz m, n; each input of G is connected by a complete binary 
tree to k’-“’ inputs of the rectangular banyan network, and similarly for outputs. 
We conjecture that such networks have optimal delays. 
A similar framework can be used to study other figures of merit for networks, 
such as fault tolerance. 
Finally, we have considered in this paper “open networks” where inputs are dis- 
joint from outputs. A similar theory of “closed networks”, where inputs coincide 
with outputs, should be established. 
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Appendix 4: Bandwidth can be achieved 
This appendix shows that the bandwidth B defined in Section 2 is the least upper 
bound on the traffic intensity that the network can support for a given traffic 
distribution. Consider first rhe discrete model: K messages, distributed according to 
the distribution Zi,j, are to be transferred through the network. Assume that the 
total number of nodes in the network is n. Let Q be a route distribution that is con- 
sistent with II. We then have 
Theorem A.1. There is a schedule that routes K messages, according to route 
distribution Q, in time O(K/B, + n), using constant size queues at switches. 
Proof. Leighton et al. [8] show that there is a schedule of length O(c+d) for any 
set of paths such that no link occurs in more than c paths, and no path has length 
more than d. In our case, since only simple paths are used for routing, path length 
is bounded by n. By definition, the total number of messages ent on any link is 
bounded by K/B,. The result follows. Cl 
The definition can be similarly motivated in the continuous model. Model each 
link as a server. A message is served for one service period by each link on its path; 
average service time is 1. Assume that the mean number of new messages generated 
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per time unit is r. The expected number of arrivals at link e per time unit is rw,(e). 
Thus, r< Be is a local equilibrium condition: arrival rate at any server is lower than 
service rate. For many distributions, this condition is also sufficient for global 
equilibrium of the network. 
A particular, simple probabilistic model where this holds true is the M/M/l 
model, defined as follows: 
l Messages are generated at input i for output j by a Poisson process with param- 
eter rtlti,j. Traffic between distinct input-output pairs it not required to be inde- 
pendent. 
o The trader times of messages at ‘Links are i.i.d. random variables with ex- 
ponential distribution with parameter 1. 
l A first come, first serve (FCFS) queueing discipline is used at each link. 
l Routing in the network is nonadaptive: A message going from input i to output 
j 1s randomly assigned to a path connecting i to j; path p is chosen with probability 
There is a simple product form for the distribution of queue lengths in M/M/l 
network defined by these conditions (see [4, Chapter 31). If the local equilibrium 
condition holds then the network has a stationary distribution with bounded mo- 
ments; the distribution of each queue length is geometric. 
We also have the following result, which holds for arbitrary distributions. Con- 
sider the following G/G/l model: 
l For each pair i, j messages are generated at input i to output j by a process with 
independent increments, so that the expected number of messages generated per 
time unit is 'tlli,j. 
l Transfer times at links are i.i.d. random variables with expectation 1 (in par- 
ticular, service time may be constant 1). 
l Routing is as for the M/M/l model. 
Theorem A.2. There exists a service PO/icy for messages so that the above G/G/l 
network has a nondefective stationary distribution when it fulfills the local equilib- 
rium condition. 
(A distribution is nondefective if the underlying random variable is almost surely 
finite.) 
Proof. We use a service policy that decouples ervice on behalf of distinct paths at 
each link. Whenever a service period ends at link e, a new path p is chosen with prob- 
ability 
e(p)/w,(e). 
A service period is then spent on behalf of that path; iF there is a message waiting 
to be forwarded on that path, then the first such message is handled; otherwise the 
link is idle for one service period. 
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Consider now a fixed path p = el, . . . , ek. The interarrival times of messages to the 
path p are i.i.d. random variables; the arrival rate of messages onto path p is equal 
to 7&p). These messages are served by k successive servers. Queueing policy at each 
server is first come first serve (FCFS). 
Consider the service of one server ej on behalf of path p. Let x,, be the time be- 
tween the end of the (n - 1)th service period and the end of the nth service period 
that ej reserves for path p. Then x,, is the sum of v independent service periods, 
where v is a random variable that has a geometric distribution with parameter 
&y)/ccr,(e). As each service period has expected length 1, the expected vrt!u_; of x,, ii 
if a message arrives at ej when other messages from the same path are waiting, 
then its “service time” will be the length of some period xrt; if it arrives when there 
are no waiting messages from the same path, then its “service time” will be part 
of such a period (the residual part of the current period x,,); thus, service rate is at 
least E(x,J’ =e(p)/o,(e). The variables x,, are independent, so that the successive 
service times are dominated by independent random variables. Thus, eacn path can 
be viewed as an iudependent tandem system of servers, with the output from ej be- 
ing the input to ej+ 1. If the local equilibrium condition is satisfied, then the arrival 
rate to this system is 
7@(p) < B@@(P) 5 e(p)/w,(e). 
The arrival rate to the tandem system is zmaller than the service rate at each server. 
It follows that the system has a nondefective stationary distribution (see [2]). q 
This service policy can be implemented by a distributed online probabilistic algo- 
rithm. However, this policy is not practical as it significantly increases delays and 
queue lengths. 
Appendix B: Optimality of contracting banyan networks 
Theorem B.1. Let G be a layered network with M = k”’ inputs, N = k” outputs, and 
bandwidth B = kb for symmetric traffic, such that G has indegree and outdegree 
bounded by k. Then 
k 
C(G) 2 k - . > 
Proof. Let Q be an optimal route distribution for G, that achieves bandwidth BL, = 
B. We denote by cc)@) the relative load of node u: 
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Our proof uses two arguments. The first one is an “entropy” argument, similar 
to that used in Theorem 4.1. This forces B logk N edges. A second argument is a 
“traffic deficiency” argument: If B<M (B<N), then tdges close to inputs (out- 
puts) carry only a small amount of traffic; this forces the remaining edge count. 
Using the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 3.3, we can derive from 
Shannon’s coding theorem the inequality 
c @(P) c log, f O(u)! 2 lo&. N. 
P Ii E p 
Indeed, the left-hand side equals to the average length of a path descriptor, whereas 
the right-hand side equals to the conditional entropy OF the symmetric distribution. 
Note that 
5 e(p) c log, IO(u)1 = c (+(u)log, lO(u 
II E p II 
Assume that the network 6 has r+ 1 layers, EO, .. ..Lr. Let Ci = cUEL, IO(u)1 be 
the number of lirks connecting layer i to layer i + 1. Since fanin is bounded by k, 
we have I Li I 1 M/k’; since fanout is bounded by k, we have IL,._ i I r N/k’. 
Let 
ci 
Ai=B- ,$I ~,WO& IOWl l , 
We are going to prove that 
f 
CA 
k(M+ N) B k-+1 
jL (k-1)B 
+logk --- 
i=o N k-l’ 
This will imply the desired result: 
= B ico Ai + [,FG (Oe(U)logk lO( 
k(M+ N) 
2 (k_1) +Bb$ 
k(M-t N) 
=p--+B 
(k-1) 
For each link e we have u,(e)5 l/‘B. Thus, CUJ~P)S 
that is not an output. This implies that, for i< r, 
v 
O(u)1 /B, for each node u 
JL Q4~Wk lO( s; c lO( lo& Pwl- 
, 1lE L, 
We also have, for each node u E Li, 
0 < IO(u)1 I k, 
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and 
C IO(U)\ = Ci. 
UEL, 
The maximum of the sum 
c lO04l logk I%4 
UEL, 
under these two constraints 3s equal to Ci. Thus, 
383 
,t$L +u)lo& lo(u)I 5 ‘0 
I 
B 
This implies that, for 0 5 i< r, 
Ai ~0. (4) 
Consider the first m - b + 1 layers of the network. A node u in layer i is connected 
to at most k’ inputs. This implies that 
k’ 
For integers r 11 and k L 2, we have 1 
k’ 
t&(ti) lo& 1 o(u) 1 5 i lo& 
We obtain 
I& rsr-1. Thus, if k’/Msl/‘B, then 
c Wwl - 1) 1 c w,(u)lo& IO(u)1 5 s 
LIEL, 1iE L, 
Ci 1 =---. IL.1 
BB’ 
Ci 1 lV 
“B-B’k’. 
Thus, if ir m - 6, then 
Summing over the first m -b + 1 layers, we obtain 
III - b 
CA 
i=O 
_ M 1 - l/k”‘-b+l 
B’ l-l/k 
kM-B 
=-- 
(k-1)B’ 
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Consider now the last n-b+ 1 layers of the network. A node ME L,-_i,l is con- 
nected to at most k’-’ outputs, so that QQ,(U) I k'- ‘/IV. This implies tllat, if u E 
L,+ then 
w,(u) I k’-‘* IO(u)l. 
N 
The maximum of 
under the constraints 1 O(u)1 I k and C lO(u)I = C,_ i, is equal to C,_ i. Thus, 
,,E; q3Wlog, lo(U); 5 k’-l 
r d N 
c IWN hsk l004 
lIELr , 
ki- 1 
<-Cr_im - 
N 
It follows that 
A,_i 1 Cf--i ( $_ki-’ )- 
N 
N 1 =-.-- 
B ki-’ 1. 
Summing over the last n-b + 1 layers of links, we obtain 
II - b + I 
C 
i=l 
A,_i L p “-i” $-(n-b+ 1) 
i I 
1 -l/k”-“+’ __ N 
B’ I-l/k 
-(n-b+l) 
kN-B N 
= (k-1)B -log5r1* 
Putting together the inequalities (4)-(6), we obtain 
CA 
kM-B kN-B N 
i i2(k-l)B+<k-l)B 
-log,s-1 
(6) 
k(M+ N) N k+l 
= (k-1)B 
-logkB-k. cl 
- 
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